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CHAPTER>I 
^HTROOUCTiON 
INTRODUCTION 
Reyort of the interview taken 9t a scheol teacher. 
Pointing the Gtudent x in the class« sitting in tha 
Ifst raw* 
Authort How is he doing in class? 
Teachert x cannot pass in any subject. He is net doing well* 
Authart Why is he net doing well? 
Teachert It is not that x is not doing welly the majority 
of these children* who are coming from Grade IV 
employees of this campus* they do not work according 
to our expectation. 
Authors Have you ever tried to find out the causes of their 
failure? 
Teachers They are the children of illeterate parents. They 
;)ust send their children to school to get rid of 
thim. 
Authart Are the parents of all other children whom yau 
identified as good students educated? 
Teachers I dan*t knew* whether all of them have educated 
parents, but I know one thing, that is, they always 
ceapleta their home work, because their parents 
can afford ti have private teachers. They come 
to school neatly dressed up and of coutrse, they 
have better communication. 
-2* 
Authors since they are all in the saae cl^ss den*t they nix 
«gp with each other? 
Teacher I We ourselve Aen*t want them tin get clese te each 
other, otherwise they will also get spoils. 
Author* It means that in your opinion these poor children 
can influence more than the so-called good children! 
coming from a lower or high middle class families. 
Teachers Mo, X don't mean that 
AuthorI According to what you have said, shall I conclude that 
"Economically Advantaged" has a positive attitude 
towards school and school work, as compared to"Econo-
mdally Disadvantaged". 
Teachert Definitely. 
Author: would you like t© give few more arguments in favour 
of your statement? 
Teachers Sorry, I have te take a class* 
This is a generally accepted fact that poverty and peer 
education go hand in hand. Now the question arises ''who is 
Economically Disadvantaged"? Those who lack money to ¥uy 
adequate food, shelter and clotning. Minimal physical comfort 
and security are denied them. Most of these children live in 
hutst or in tenements. One or the other parent is oft«i alisent 
•5. 
froa th« h«Bi«f or unemployed. Such Is th« vrorld •t the 
"Kcenoaically Disadvantaged"• 
Poverty has a aore crushing dimension too. To be poor 
is to lie stifaatized by our society. A man's worth is deter* 
mined by how much money he has. Lacking financial worth, he 
lacks personal worth. He feels impotent and believes that he 
can do little about his destiny. 
Not only one the disadvantaged poor not ready for the 
schoolSf but the schools by and large are not ready for theoa. 
When the child enters school» he moves into a different World, 
one which mirrors the society from which he is cut off. Poverty 
is a stigma that the school often unwittingly takes as a sign 
of personal unworthinclss. 
Many times, it is noticed that when a child enters school, 
neither the system nor the teachers seem to care about or to 
comprehend the only world he knows. The activities that are 
required of the child by the school are meaningless and at the 
same time in comprehensible to him. The only society that 
invites him is that of his equally frustrated peers. Finally 
he gives up sehool altogether, with some hope that he may find 
employment but beeausc he has no marketable skills, the only 
Jobs open to him are those which offer little security. 
^ « 
On th« •th«r hand, esqployers h9C9U9 nvre and nora 
auapicioua and chranloally uneducated and chronically uneaqp* 
loyed pepulatians and jab epportunltiea become scarce and 
lower paid. The result is that when one individual has no 
;)eb and no neney, he is forced to resain in the slum* where 
his children will most likely fellow in his footsteps. 
Children from these lower income levels do not benefit 
sufficiently from our educational system* A sociological 
studies by Lloyd Warner, Allison Devis and Patricia Sexton 
have given much data showing that there is correlation between 
socio-economic level and educational success. But it should 
not be forgotten that low income and discrimination alone do 
not necessarily produce educationally disadvantaged children. 
We find that many school principals and teachers can point to 
numerous poor children who are succeeding. 
It should also be mentioned of the middle class families 
which are not automatically stable, just as there are stable 
families among the poor, there are unstable families aiMng 
those who suffer no economic hardship. Thus in mustering its 
forces to deal especially with the disadvantaged poor, the 
educational system may overlook the existence of very real 
needs among children of the middle class society. 
The g«noral tendency is to consider middle class values 
as positive and lower class values as negative and if the poor 
-5-
c«uld only liecone nlddle class, he would no longer be deprived. 
We lee that the schools have failed the children froa lew 
iaeooie families* But a child coming from a rich family* comes 
well-prepared to get a second class, simply because he does 
his home work, gets passing marks and can contact the teachers 
easily. 
In this study, it has been tried to find out the attitude 
of "Economically" Advantaged and Disadvantaged towards « 
• Pupil-teacher relationship 
• Pupil*s idea about teachers' perception of their 
(pupils*) capabilities 
• Pupils* perception of Teachers fairness in awarding 
marks 
- EMpuls* self-perception absolute and relative to others 
- Pupils' perception about parents 
- Pupils' attitude towards school work 
- Socio-metric status-friendship 
Accordingly the following null hypothesis is -
There is no significant difference between the attitude 
of ciass IX "Economically Advantaged and "Economically Dis-
advantaged" youth towards school and school work. 
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ATTJTUPE&rA t>lSCySS»ON 
6 
Attltud«g 
The teacher's influence on the young person's per-
sonality development is second to that of the parents, 
because the persenality pattern is alri^ ady partially formed, 
when the child enters school, and because the child spends 
less time at school, and has less intimate relationship with 
the teacher. The teacher influences on the attitudes, values 
and student's personality, he can motivate him for academic 
achievement. When the student perceives the relationship as 
warm and friendly, his achievements are far better than when 
he perceives the relationship as hostile, punitive or reject-
ant. Many under-achievers are the products of hostile teacher-
student relationship. 
Attitude learning is based on an emotional relation 
between teacher and student, Puqjiil respect teachers who keep 
them pointed toward significant goals, even if the goals 
require effort. They do not mind criticism and insistence 
on their bdst effort, but they want the teacher also to 
recognize their difficulties and help them meet the standards. 
Each student reacts to his different teachers in quite 
different ways. A teacher is perhaps more to be Judged by his 
effect on students' attitudes than any other learning. School 
is trying to alter present and fut\ire behaviour, and that 
means typical behaviour. It is not enough to know that the 
speed limit is 33 n.p.h. in this locality; I have learn to 
derive safely only if I do keep my speed inside the limitv 
The difference between the person who merely knows what 
to do» end the person who does it» is in their attitudes. 
Many attitudes affects the behaviour of a driver: love of 
speed* a wish to save the time, fear of unpleasantness if 
he should hit some one, carefulness and foresight; or a 
concept of himself as a law abiding citizen. Some of these 
attitudes can be modified by schooling and simple propaganda; 
others are so deeply rooted in one's style of life that 
changing them requires remaking a whole personality. Some 
attitudes are deeply hidden and cannot always be inferred 
from daily behaviour; thus a driver who dislikes law and 
restriction may be very cautious Just because he has exagge-
rated fear of the law's reprisal. 
Psychologist used to define an attitude simply as a 
tendency to seek or avoid something. Their early studies of 
liking and disliking, approval and disapprovil were helpful 
but incomplete. We need to go deeper, and understand the 
reason behind such responses. We have therefore truned to a 
broader definition of attitude, 
"Xn attitude is defined as the meanings that one asso-
ciates with a certain ob;)ect (or idea) and which influences 
his acceptance of it". These objects may be specific and 
concrete. An element of acceptance or avoidance is present 
8 
in any attitude, but additional associations are involved. 
What is your attitude toward tea?" Let's say you drink 
several cups a day. That isiplles that you like it* But we 
can not go further and find that you drink it regularly for 
breakfast, never In midaomlng except as social ritual when 
there is a chance to chat over it, never at might except 
at company dinner. You have need for it in the morning, feel 
your start iacomplete without it, you regard it as more 
appropriate at social occasions than a glass of milk. 
Attitude like other meaning, "An attitude is a predis-
position to action, a state of readiness to act in a parti-
cular way". Attitudes are generalized states of the indivi-
dual which lead to or result in a wide variety of particular 
ways of behaving. In a classroom many students have positive 
attitudes toward the teacher. The students like their teachers, 
their school work, and think that most teachers are friendly 
and helpful peoples; howevilr they do not act in exactly the 
same way. One student will be quite, retiring, respectful 
in the presence of the teacher, another will be open, inqui-
sitive, perhafls argumentative. While the behaviours of these 
two students are quite different, each kind of behaviour is 
consistent with the attitude of the student toward the 
teacher. On the other hand, the student who la hostile 
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toward teacher will manifest hie attitude In quite different 
behaviour. For exacaple* a student who will argue with the 
teacher In a class room may or may not have the positive 
attitude toward the teacher. For the student with a positive 
attitude, arguing does not represent an attack upon a teacher, 
whereas It may for the student with a hostile attitude toward 
the teacher. 
ATTITUDES AS ORIENTATION PROCESS8 
Attitudes are sets of processess assumed to be operative 
within thd Individual, these processes Influence his beha-
viouB in specific ways. Attitudes, like concepts are orien-
tation process, that is, they are process which enable a 
person to interact selectively with his environment. An 
attitude Involves direction and selectivity. If I don't like 
Negroes and lihink that Jews are untrustworthy. Certain Hindus 
used to support their attitude toward the Harl;)ans that latter 
afe unclean and untouchable. I have an orientation towards 
Negroes and Jews. I have a way of seeing and feeling about 
Negroes and Jews which is different from any number of other 
ways that I could think and feel about these people. The 
fact that I think and feel in this specific manner means that 
I am predisposed to see Negroes and Jews in a certain kinds 
of ways. I am not mentralor Indifferent about Negroes and 
Jews. I am set, prepared, predisposed to think In a certain 
±u 
ways, and I tend to act in ways consistent with the way I 
^hS^nk &£i^ feei» If 1 ^ ^wiH l^e Negroes^ i!ari;JaMs X pfrobab3.y 
would not want to live in the same neighboxjirhood of Negroes 
and Harijans with them, I may not want to go to school 
with themJ I will limit my contacts with them# 
On the other hand, if I have a positive attitude 
towards Negroes, and Harijans, if I feel that they have the 
same rights as all other human beings, I will predisposed 
to act consistently with this way of thinking and feeling. 
I will be for school integration and for integrated living 
areas? I will not hetistate to have Harl^ Jai'is among my 
friends or invite them into my home. 
ATTITUDES AS INFEHRE3) PROCESS i 
This relationship between the predisposition to action 
and particular way of behaving is an important one. An 
attitude is a process that cannot be observed directly they 
are inferred from behaviours. Observed behaviour is the basis 
for an inference about an attitude, but the observe^ l beh«» 
viour is not the attitude itself. If I want to know teenagers 
behaviours towards science or scientists. I must observed 
the behaviours of these students I must see the achievement 
marks of these students. When a student agrees with the 
statement "scientific work is too boring for me** we may 
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infer that this student•s attitude towards science is a 
negative onet 
This distinction between the observed behaviour and the 
underlying attitude has paactical significance for the 
teacher. The teacher is continually making inferences about 
the attitudes of his students on a wide variety of subjects* 
Teachers cominon by make inferences about the attitudes of 
student toward school and the sub;3ect the teacher is teaching. 
The inferences about the attitudes of students toward school 
and school work, and presumably is based upon the obser-
vation of the teacher. 
ATTITUDES AND MOTIVESt 
Motives and attitude are alike in that we infer the 
presence of an attitude at a motive from consistencies and 
directions in behaviours. However, attitudes and motives 
differ in important ways. 
An attitude is a state or condition of the organism 
which preposes the individual to be Motivated in specific 
ways, but it is not an existing motive. For example, a 
student, who has a positive constructive attitiide toward 
school work will be predisposed to be motivated by assign-
ments given by the teacher. If the teacher announces a test 
for the following day, the student with the positive, cons-
tructive attitude will be motivated to study hard. A student 
I'd 
with a negative attitude toward school work is less likely 
to be motivated In this way# The students who hatts school 
work either will not study at all or will study poorly. 
Similarly, the student who likes school work is more likely 
to be motivated to achieve the awards given for a superior 
performance than the student who feels negatively toward 
school work, 
A motive is generally more specific than an attitude, 
A motivated student is working toward a particular goal, and 
is energized at the moment to achieve that goal. The student 
with a positive attitude toward school work will be motiva-
ted in many different but related ways, such as working 
for a high grade on a test, doing extra readings, studying 
his notes thoroughly. In each of these cases the student 
is working toward a particular goal, and common to all of 
these goals is a positive attitude toward school work. The 
general, persistent attitude underlies the specific motives. 
The specific ways in which the student may be motivated, 
beccuee of the attitude that he holds, are almost unlimited. 
When we have correctly inferred what the student's more 
general attitude is, we have a basis for explaining the 
specific kinds tf mitlvos that we inferred from our obser-
vations of the students' behaviour. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ATTITUDESt 
An mttitudt has been defined as a predisposition or 
a state of readiness* An attitude suiy also b^ characterized as 
as one kind of anticipatory response. Not all anticipatory 
responses are attitudes* A child of three and four can 
anticipate his mother's displeasure if he drags mud into 
the house, but it is unlikely that the child has an attitude 
about dragging mud into the housd* If we are driving a car, 
v/e make numerous anticipatory responses, such as anticipating 
a change in lights or a sudden swerving lane. V.liile we have 
attitudes about driving and other drivers, these attitudes 
may not be related to specific anticipatory responses. The 
following characteristics differentiate attitudes from other 
kinds of states of readiness. 
Attitudes Imply a Sub.ject - Object Relation I 
Attitudes are related to ob;]ects, people places events, 
abstracts ideas and concepts in the environment of the peson. 
Anything that the pirson can distinguish as psychologically 
separate from himself can be an attitude object. We have 
attitudes toward groins of people, toward institutions, about 
particular people; we have attitudes toward physical objects, 
such as our homes our desk our favourite book. An individual 
differentiates himself from some aspects of his environment. 
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and this differentiation is the basis of sub;}ect object 
relationship. When the individual has the feelings about 
the objectf he has an attitude tovrard this object* 
An individual may have attitude toward himselft and 
in this respect the individual is psychologically distin-
guishing some aspect of himself tovard \«hich he has 
attitudes* An adolescent may have an attitude toward his 
body} that fact that he talks about his physicH make-up 
as "his body" indicates that to him, his body is an 
attitude - object* 
V/e have attitudes toward "things", through what is 
an attitude - object varies from person to person and 
from time to time for the same person* 
Attitudes have direction: 
Attitudes are directional orientations toward objects, 
whether the objects are person, places or abstract ideas, 
We are "for" or "against" something, we prefer one group 
to another group, we like and dislike* All these ways 
of describing psychological movement toward or away from 
something suggest the deirectional character of an attitudt* 
A person who has an attitude is not aentral towafd the 
attitude object* 
3. ATTITUDES ARE CHARACTERIZED BY AN INTENSIVE FACTOR? 
Two people Igfkt^r the same attitude toward science 
feel more or less strongly about science and scientists* 
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One student may agree that scientific work is boring, but 
may not feel very strongly about how boring this work is. 
JSnether student may feel very strongly about the boring 
character of scientific work* 
In describing peoples attitudes, we can conceive 
of them as having varying degrees of strength or intensity. 
If a person*s attitude is relatively weak, if he does not 
feel strongly about Negroes, Hari;)as, Jews or school or 
cricket we would predict that his observable behaviour 
would be correspondingly more influenced by these attitudes. 
ATTITUDES ARE ACQUIRED: 
A child is not born with a set of attitudes towards 
his environment. As we noted, attitudes are orientations; 
they are ways of interpreting the environment and reacting 
to environmental stimuli. These ways of interpreting and 
reacting require a discrimination and a generalization over 
many similar kinds of ob;3ects. An xndividual may or may 
not have an attitude toward a particular Harijan. But 
if he has an attitude toward Negroes, Harijan, he has 
generalized his attitude to embrace any of the particular 
individual who fall into these categories. A Negro, a 
Harijan, a Jew will influence this individual to respond 
in a way inw which he has responded to other Negroes etc. 
Through the processes of discrimination and generalization, 
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the individual develops a generalized pattern of the 
response which we call an attitude. 
One startling, unusual» or traxuaatic experience can 
influence an Individual's attitude for the rest of his 
life. Other attitudes are build up over a period of time; 
the individual has new experiences and interprets these and 
integrated them into his ways of thinking and feeling. A 
child of two or three may have no strong attitude toward 
school because has has a little experience with school or 
teachers. V/hen he starts kindergarten, he begins to react 
to the environment of the school, he forms a clear impre-
ssions and develops stronger feeling about school. 
ATTITUDES ARE CHARACTERISED BY STABILITY AND CONSISTENCY: 
While attitudes may have varing levels of specificity, 
that is, while we may have an attitude toward a boy at the 
desk across the aisle or our next door neighboijr, we do 
not speak fif our feelings about these persons as attitudes 
unless there is some consistency in our reactions. An 
attitude is said to exist when the individual has acquired 
a stablize, consistent way of interpreting and responding 
to his environment. 
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CONCLUSION 
When a child enters In a school, he forms clear 
impressions and develop stronger feeling toward school» 
As he progresses through school, some of these reactions 
to school are strengthened and reinforced* His reaction 
to one teacher may be generalized to other teachers. 
Eventually, he reaches a point in his development where 
we can say with some assurance that he has a definite 
attitude toward school and teachers. 
Student sense very quickly their teacher's attitude 
toward them and their interest or lack of interest in them. 
Studies reveal that student's ratings of teachers as good 
or poor are based more on the teacher's interest in and 
treatment of the students than on teaching techniques 
"Good" teachers like their students, are interested in 
them as people, encourage them to work up to capacity and 
to conform to school rules, are personally secure and self 
assured, and are the leaders of the classroom group. 
By contrast teachers rattd as poor are perceived by 
students as hostile and indifferent, unfriendly and punitive 
in their attitude, lacking in understanding of young 
people and their capacities and needs, primarily concerned 
with their affairs, and weak and vacillating in situation 
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where leadership Is needed. Since they seem to be unsure 
to themselve and of and their ability to handle students. 
Students take edv«ntage of them, work below capacity and 
cause trouble in the classrooB, 
The modern school emphasized the importance of initial 
and continuing pleasant and rewarding school experience for 
the child* The modej^ n teacher is encouraged to be warn, 
pleasant, and friendly so that children may develop corres-
pondingly positive attitude toward school, school work and 
teacher* 
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Discussion and Related Researches 
A learner may aj^proach a learning task in many ways 
Indifferently r saBblvaleatlyt poaltively. Attitude the 
peerson's desire to learn, and his level of aspiration 
are ina;3or factors in his readiness to learn. 
Kersh concluded from his research that -
••• the superiority of the discovery procedure over 
procedures of learning with external direction is not 
adequately explained In term of "meaningful Iwumlng". 
The results of this experiment suggest that when the 
learner is forced to rely on his own cognitive abilities, 
it is more likely that he will become motivated to ccaitlnue 
the learning process or to continue practicing the task 
after the learning period. Consequently, the learning 
becomes more paramanent and is more effectively, trans-
ferred than when the learner is not so motivated. 
Attitudes may also reinforce incidental learning 
initially occiiring without any Intait on the part of the 
person to consciously master the task. Skinner points out 
how this many happens 
behaviour (of an organism) %t the moment of reinfor-
cOaent and during the period preceding reinforcement is 
part ot stimulating environment, aspects of which acquire 
c^ 
quart ^BT, how can you get exactly 5 quarts of water)* 
By working many problems using all 3 dars during the 
training sessions. Duchins created a set tn the pupils t® 
use combinations of three water ;3ars# Many pupils were 
not ahle to solve simpler problems Involving only two 
;3ars. Such as how can you»get exactly 6 quarts of water. 
Ackerman and Devin found that pupils trained in 
alternative problem solving methods solved more problems 
correctly, offered a greater variety Hf solution to the 
problems^ and persisted longer in working on problems which 
they were unable to ooi^letely sSkve than did a like group 
of sixth grades who had been trained in only one problem 
solving procedure* 
Schroeder and Ratter showed that flexibility in the 
attack on problems is something that can be learned and 
that such a learned behaviour patterns had transfer possl-
billties. Studnts who developed an attitude of flaxiblllty 
experienced sucess whereas those who had a rigid approach 
failed. 
Psychological foundations of Education. Page 312-313 
Intellectual Factors 
Hanzlke et al 19^# in one study more than 150 
children were tested at specified inteirvals over a sixteen 
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yt«r period from ag«8 two to ei|;hteen* We are interested 
only In the school age period, conclusions on the age 
period six to eightem will be examined. This «8tudy showed 
that only 15 percarit of the group showed change of less 
than 10 points of I.Q. More than half of the population 
changed from 10-20 I.Q# points about one third of the 
group, showed changes of 20 points or more in I.Q. and 
about one in ten children changed 30 or more 20 points. 
Bayley (19A9» 1955) it was shown that test performance 
on infant scales does not indicate later Intelligence. She 
concluded from her data that intellectual growth through 
the first eighteen ydars of life is a "resultant of 
varied and complex factors". Bayley concluded that the 
total life experience of a particular child can provide 
disturbing or stabilizing influences and these, together 
with the inherited predispositions for growth, determines 
a chiXd's mental growth pattern. On the basis of a careful 
longitudinal care sl^ jidy of a single child, Richards (1951) 
concluded that fluctuations in IQ mdasures were related 
to important characteristics £ the child's current like 
situation. 
Sontag et al (1958) Samples of the mental growth 
f 
pattens obtained in this study at the extremes there is 
2Z 
case shewing an alraost constant* marked ris« In IQ 
from ages three through twetve* and case 139 showing a 
cwist^t decrease in I»Q« In feetween these extremes fhe?e 
i« every kind of fluctuation* It should fee noted that, 
although the IQ reported in this study were obtained in 
such a way as to rule out most sources of error in 
r 
measurement, almost two out of three children studied 
changed more than 15 IQ points in either direction* 
Another significant contribute of this study is the 
finding that a number of personality factors are associated 
with different patterns of mental growth. Using a number 
of carefully es>plied rating scales, Santag and his collea* 
gues demonstrated that personality^ dimensions related to 
the need for achievement were associated with the direc^cai 
and degree of change in the meital growth pattann* 
!Kiese studies show that Intelligence is not a static 
ftmction, predetermined at birth and fixed therefore, 
but is rather organically related as a quality of any 
behaviour to emotions, attitudes and motivations* 
Atitudes 
Historicillythe concept of attitude included mental 
set, task set, and intenti®n--det»mining tendencies of 
very brief duration as well as the relatively permanent 
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liiases of politics, economics, and rellgl<m« By custom, 
the concept has becomerestrlcted to mtan social attitudes 
long laBtlng predispositions to perceive social situation 
in a certain manner and to act accordingly. Thus we 
speak of attitudes toward Negroes.attltiides toward 
communism, militaristic attitudes and so on. Some attitudes 
are felt as highly personal in character. Such as religious 
values but are ultimately social in character* 
Levine a M Murphy showed that when students are 
grouped by pro and antl communist attitudes, they differ 
significantly in speed of memorizing passages praising 
and crltlcdLzing communism* 
Edwards verified the hypothesis that people select and 
remember from a speekh those items which fit their attitudes 
rejecting data wich conflicts their views. Many studies 
have shown a relationship between attitudes and information 
in a given area, suggesting that people acquire most 
readily facts which are congrent with their views. Attitudes 
are therefore basic to many ducational activities. 
Attitudes are also products of education, our progress low 
and democracy at heme and international coo]ierati«n abroad 
will depend upon the attitudes developed in children at 
school. 
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Dtfinltijai There ere two psychol©gicala appr©a<jii«» 
to attitudes, which differ in emphasis rather than 
inessencCf 
Thurstone % Defines attitudes as a "generalized reaction 
for or against a specific psychological object".He is thus 
concerned primarily with what we may call reaction t© 
stereotypes* 
Allport prefers to treat attitude as "a mental and 
neural state of readiness organized through experience, 
exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the 
individual's response to all ob;3ects and situations with 
which it is related. This definition focuses attention 
upon attitudes as a generalized patterns In p»Bception or 
action, as an integration of various experiences. The 
difference between the two may perhaps best be clarified 
by refrence to flayner»s study of profacist attitudes, in 
which he found maxxy Americans who endorsed a majority of 
Faeist policies, bu-f expressed strong dislike of the Facist 
» 
label* In tMns of stereotypes it ^ight have been necessary 
to call these individuals anti-Facist, in terms of 
significant social attitudes they were pre*Faeist although 
net necessarily pro-German and Pro->Italian» 
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On a psychelogleiil sealey attitudt occupies a 
location between concept and trait* Concepts are 
l^enerallzed patterns evolved through experience, Tmxt 
they lack the dynamic quality of attitude. For exaflqple» 
one concept of cosununlam may not result In action but 
his attitude toward communism tends to be dynamic* 
Traits are likewise generalized patterns of perc<^ptlon 
and response, but their reference Is primarily to the 
self, where as the attitudes have reference to events 
outside the boundaries of the self. It should be noted 
that many attitudes become ego-Involved, thus, an 
enthusiastic xmlon member may not only have a prolabor 
attitude but may also fed personality attacked when the 
union movement Is crltlxslzed. Such attitudes are 
especially powerful In Influencing perception and 
behaviour. 
Slightly different from either "attitude" or 
"trait" Is the "Interest pattern". It has been shown 
that success In a given occupation Is in part a function 
of the consetellatlim of preferences and aversions. The 
use of this concept has been for the most part entirely 
empirical when certain likes Cnd dislikes have been 
foimd to characterciz* successful workers in a given 
vocation they are labeled as forming as interest pattern. 
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Psychologists art not In agrenent as to whether such 
patterns have any basic imity or coherence it is possiliXe 
that they are merely ehia»^e oensetellatieiui which happen 
to prepare the Individual for situations boamonly met 
in the vocational field insofar as their origins have 
heen studied, it seeais probably that these patteifis obey 
the same principles set forth below for attitudes* As 
regards their function, they also resemble attitudes, 
some Distinctions Amonfl Attitudes 
Psychologists have distinguished between different 
kiiuis of attitudes according to the general or specific-
nature of attitude ob;3ects» their intensity, the freedom 
of expression by the individual, and their frequency of 
occurence. The object of a general attitude is abstract 
and conceptual. For eg, "conservatism" as a general atti-
tude may apply to religious, political and economic ideas* 
A highly specific attitude world be one»s attitude towar* 
% * 
a person, such as the President of the United States. 
f 
Betwem these two extremes we have degrees of specificity 
such as an attitude toward eeummisn. The question of 
whether or net completely generalized attitudes exist 
has been raised by seme psychologists* 
Statistical, investigations, such as these of XUlp and 
Davidson indicate that conservatien and radicalism becom 
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quite generalized* In this study five sets of questfens 
were asked relating to race pre^udicef national prejudlcei 
Inperiallsn, mllltarlsBy and Internatlenal good will 
When these five sets of data were correlated, it was 
found that certain sub;Ject tended to make relatively 
conservative or relatively radical scores <m all five. 
This is consistent with the obsirvaticm that EXiropean 
political parties are organized in terms of the degree 
of cnnservation or radicalism which their members 
fiiKiorse. 
That nationality and racial pre^Judices become 
highly generalized is well demonstrated bgr the work of 
Hartly# This investigator found that persons who were 
pre,judlced against Jews were also on the average pre^-
dlcal against catholics, Negroes, Italians etc. E3^e* 
daily stertling was the fact that when names of 
nonexistent groups (e«g« t^Danireans") were slipped 
into the test, these pre;)udiced pez^sens also expressed 
dislike of such coiqpletely unknown groupf seae pre;}udice 
of course, are h^hly specific, but in many eases it 
v;ould appear that they generalize to cover all "Foreign" 
groups. 
CO 
Attitudts al80 differ with respect to intensity 
two persons may report th«nselvei "strongly in favour* ©f 
a certain propoaalt ^^t ene will work, talk and write 
in siqpport of the idea» whereas the other takes no 
action. This fts usually due to the fact that the first 
individuals attitude is felt more Intensely cantrii 
has pointed out that the more people endorse a statement 
favouring equal opport\mities for Negroes than endorse 
a statement favoring sharper discrimination than presently 
practised. In terms of lnt«isity»j however the anti-Negro 
feeling is much stronger than its prodemocratic counterpart 
a fact which may ea^lain the slow progress of the fight 
against discrimination in education and in social life» 
a small group with intensely felt attitudes is more 
effective than a large group halding its convictions 
without ferver. 
Another distinction commonly made by psychologists is 
are hetwesn public and private attitudes. By a public 
attitude is meant one about vhich the subject has no hesi* 
tatien in talking private attitudes are likely to b4 
concealed and perhaps even denied. Many individuals have 
tolerant and broadmlnded attitudes in public although 
their private manner of thinking may be quite defferent 
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Finally we may dlstlnguiah between cosmon and individual 
attitude cMUQon attitudes are those whieh are widely 
distrilRited in the population, individual attitudes are, 
byby definition, rare* A conaon attitude ni^ht ¥e flue 
toward labour tuiions since labour miens have been objects 
o£ general consideraticm end discussion in the last few 
years* On the other hand, an attitude toward some specia* 
lized phase of modem hand, an attitude be important for 
certain individuals but might not even exist in the general 
population* It is appartment that measiirement techniques 
are suited only for the study of public and common 
attitudes. Private and individual attitudes may be inves-
tigated only through clinical interviews, psychoanalysis, 
etc. These techniques are not include*! in this article for 
the reason that they are not goaerally considered to be 
measurements. 
Origin of Attitudes» 
Attitudes may be said t(¥ arise in four ways (1) 
integratimi (2) trauma, (3) differentiation (A) adoptiffin* 
These ways of forming attitudes may be illustrated by dt 
data collected by Davis - on the development of communist 
leaders in Russia. Davis found that some of them developed 
radical ideas because of persecution by the C;jari8t regime, 
conflicts with the aristocracy etc. which we would classify 
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as the integration of specific reactions to f o m a gene* 
ralized pattern of tiehaviour and ideas* Other» however, 
changed to a ceamunistic pesitlon as a result of a single 
shocking or painful experience (trauma)* A third group 
appears to have gone thrinjgh a state of imrest and discontent 
which maiiifested itself in religioiis uncertainty and in other 
forms* Their arrival at a communistic point of view might 
be thought of as a differentiation of a specific attitude 
from this general state of dissatisfaction* A l^ourth group 
seems simply to have adopted the position of friirnds, 
teachers etc* 
Blake and Dennis indicate that the southern attitude toward 
the Negro is first adbpted, than differentiated vey young 
white children* Showed a general hostilit:^' toward Negroes, 
as oribing no g.ood qualities of them* Older while children 
showed a differential reaction, according to the colored 
race those "good" qualities incorporated in the stereotjiie, 
e*g* musical good-faomosed* - 4^  
Influences Contrilmting to Aeguisitiin of Attitudes i 
1* Effect of Parents on Attituden Since the child is »ore 
closely attached to his parents than to any other adults, it 
is plavsible that his attitudes would correlate highly with 
theirs* This is confirmed by Hewcoab and Svehla it is 
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reported that the correlations of Bothers and fathers with 
sons and daughters for attitude toward the church are all 
above 55} for at|iti«ie toward war they are all above. 40, 
f 
8ffid likewise for attitude toward ccHBimunisiBt These co-effiei-* 
ents indicate j^ substantial degree of agreement between 
I 
the attitude scores for each parent and for each child. 
The authors believe that these similarilies in attitudes 
are due partly to suggestion and partly to the fact that 
parents automatically bring the child into certain institu-
tional group.such as a given church or a given political 
party» 
Some of the acceptace of parental attitudes by child-
ren dis due to deliberate instructicn. Horowitz indicates 
that manysouthem white parents found it necessary to punish 
their children in order to prevent then fron playing"^with 
Negroes, curiously enough, the parents sometimes denied 
this, although the child's account was circumstantial enough 
to convince the investigators of its truth. Such contra-
dictions may have been due to a desire to aippear tolerant, or 
to repression of the incident. Many pre^dici* apparently 
are communicated by parentn and teachers ttoei^^h facial 
expression, tone of voice, and other signs ef hostility, 
without opczi verbal statera«cits of pre;}udice. 
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Even m«r« Inpertajixt for the developnent of certain 
attitudes Is the esaotlonal relationship of child and 
parent* Psychoanalytic minded Investigatorst natalily 
XUBvelJ.* have preiented the hsqpetheils thftt hostility 
toward flymliols of authority Is often a dlsplaceaent of 
hostility toward the flither dr mother* Lasswells analyses 
of revolutionary agitators suggested that such Individuals 
are likely to"have deep unconscious hostility toward the 
father* Statistical data supporting this theory hav6 'been 
provided by Krout and Slagner and In a later study ¥y Stagner* 
Effect of mstltlonal Groupsi 
College students have been found to differ in respect 
to attitude according to various Instltutlcaial group to which 
they belong* 
Droka» for exaaiplet found that attitude toward war Is 
Influenced by church meaibershlp and by political affiliation* 
Members of Catholic and Lutherans churches were more 
favourable to war than those of most Potestant demonstrations 
and Jews were the least favourable to war* Among the political 
parties hi found that socialists and communists were less 
favourable to war than Democrates and Repi|;ilieans* St anger 
demonstrated that political preference is an ii^ertant 
demonstrated that political preference is an loportant 
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detcrmintr of attltudt toward Facism* HepuKLleani licing 
most pro«Fa8clst» Denocrates aviragey and third party group 
liring nofit anti fascist* J»F« Brown argues that thoso 
institutional influences are the true deterainers of ' 
attitude and present a view and attitude are merely 
reflections of the persons membership pattern* According to 
this view aaes attitude on social> political and economic 
questions are produced by the secondary group with which 
he becomes associated lE^r virtue of his parents (or his own) 
affiliations, while this view cannot be said to be entirely 
validated, it does have a great deal of statistical support* 
3« Effect of the Educational System The public school are 
unquestionably an important determinant of attitudes in the 
iUnerican peculation, but we havd limited data t;rpon which to 
estimate the amount of influence Exerted only a few inves-
tlgators report that personal attitudes of teachers 
influence the attitudes of their pupils. But anyone who has 
observed the output of ftt^ oua taachtra known that stiKlents 
timd to resemble the» in many respect?. The attiti;^es of 
taachers are therefore important. Harper in 1922 found that 
ma^Jority of teachers took a decidedly conservative position 
on most social, political and religious problems. A shift in 
the direction of greater liberalism was noted when he 
repeated his investigation in 193A. Thus the statement, "His* 
tories written for elementary or high school use should 
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•»it any fsets likely to aroust In the nlnds of the 
8tud«nitB questions or doubt concemiog the (justice of 
our social order or govemsBent". was endorsed liy 3% in 
1922 ¥ut by only 8 per cent in 193^ while teachers are 
bee<»iin£ more liberal t studies indicate that they are 
still far from radical. 
Pierce found that in Ametical history texts are American 
nation has customarily feeen glorified, any unethical 
actions of our governmaat officials are ignored or omitted, 
American wars have always been ;5ust, and the American 
people are jjraised as being much si^erior to those of any 
other country. |S!he effect of such suggestions in producing 
attitudes S£ nationalism and pre;5wdice must be very great. 
Numerous investigations indicate the effect of speci-
fic information upon attitudes, the best of which perhaps 
are those of Remmers Remmers and his students have been 
able to shoi-^  that teaching materials taking ^p only about 
fifteen minutes of class-time may produce significant change 
in the child's atitudes toward various social problems and 
that these changes still persist after a period of a full 
year* They have studied such problems as foreign policiest 
attitude toward the Negroe, social insurance, labor unions 
and capital punishment* The general observation is that 
such information produces a marked shift in the direction 
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whleh would be expected by the imture of the i«f oraaitlon 
given and that this marked shift is followed by « 
tendency to regress to the previous attitude* There is 
frequently a period of wavering, and ultimately the attitude 
becomes stabilized at a point sond what between tkil original 
attitude and the extreme shift* 
In a study on farm policy Remmers found that a short 
propaganda session influenced wban children to favour 
govenanent regulation of farms but produced a negativistic 
reaction in farm children* Extremely well originiz^ 
attitudes, with strong emotions involved, are not modifidd 
by a veritable barrage of propaganda* 
Considerable inconsistency 4s noted in the attitudes 
of high school students; in general consistency increases 
with age* The effect of education, as reflected by comoE>a3:'inS 
successive groups in high school and college, is toward 
greater liberatism* The changes, however have been dis* 
appointingly small when balanced against the amounts of 
education involved and the need for intelligent social 
thinking in this age of at(»ic power* 
Eff—t of Moviegi Peterson and Thurstone have reported « 
nufflbdr of experiments in whieh childrwi were giv«n attitude 
tests and then were allowed to attend a performance of a 
certain moving picture* A few weeks later they were retested 
3b 
to see whether or not any change in attitude had raauXted* 
Thes studies indicated that pictures portraying crime In a 
glamorous light have a significant effect uqpen children* that 
pictxares favourable to thd chines reduce pre;}udice against the 
chines that pictures unfavourable to the chines increase 
pre;)udice and the like* The changes produced were large and 
persisted for long periods of time* 
Prestige and Attitudes: The prestige of tsh* parent is 
transferred to the teacher• In the same way it seems that 
prestige may tmsfer to public figures.governmental officials 
big business etc. In various experiments on the effect of 
prestige upon opinion ti has been possible to show that a 
statement by a famous man is much more likely to be accepted 
than an opinion expressed by a person vjho is unknown. 
Luriei presented statements of opinion to college student 
without norming tl:.e person who had made them and obtained 
the number of studaits agreeing with each statement. A few 
weeks later the same opinions were presented, this time with 
the names of well-known people who were alleged to have made 
the statements. The number of students changing their answers 
was taken as a measure of prestige of this pdrson, eg. attri* 
buting a statement to the President of the United States 
caused a large number of students to shift to agree with hin. 
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By tctehlng students to accept stetenents of teachers in an 
uncritical fashlGn» the schools proliably lay the foundation 
for a great deal of uncritical acceptance of propaganda* It 
sems reasonable to assure that education should cultivate 
or Bore criticil attitude toward the statements of authorities 
Emotional Factors! The extent tb which the school» news 
papers» radio,^ movies» and speeches by prominent citizens 
will effect attitudes appears to depend upon emotional 
receptivity. Hitler was attempting to focus the appressive 
hostility of Germans upon the Allies, communists» Jews and , 
others, with practically no success, from 1920 to 1928, Only 
with the onset of the depression when inddspread suffering 
caused the Germans to seek a scapegoat for their troubles, 
did Hitler succeed in influencing attitudes. Numerous studies 
have shown that aggressions based on personal experiences can 
be displaced on to minority group* It seems likely that the 
intensity of hostile attitudes, particularly, is related to 
the inner emotional security of the individual* Frenkel* 
Brunwik and Sanford found that their most intensely an'^semiti 
ones were girls with a g»eat deal of unconscious enotional 
conflict and insecxirily. To such a person, propagandat 
educational miaterlal, or even casual remarks by teachers» 
suggesting that a certain group is evil and dangerous, providf 
a welcome outlet for repressed agression* 
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The evidence similarly favours th« vi*w that atrengly 
loyal» pasitlve attitVKie are related to ese^identifieation 
The patriotxic individual identified himself with his nctieny 
any ln;)ury to his country is an in^^y himself. Child and 
Doob found that their su1»;}ects ascribed to their own country 
traits possessed by themselves and approved, to disliked 
coxmtries were imputed those traits not approved and dis* 
claimed as personal characteristics* Attitudes which bec<rai« 
ego involved are very potent determiners of action and are 
difficult to modify. 
SugjBtestibility t It may be suggested that the child who 
feels hostility toward his father is thereby raidered 
more receptive to suggestions that he hate t|ie existing socia 
system or that a southern white farmer, improverished by 
a drop in cotton prices, becnaea more susc^tible to any 
proposal for violence against Negroes. In a more general 
sense. More and Howells provide evidence that conservatives 
tdnd to be generally suggestible. While radicals are reals-* 
tant to suggestion. This observaticm is plausible, since 
It is the conservative who has acc^i^ted the maxlMioi of 
suggestion from his social milien* It nonetheless placi a 
responsibility squarely m^on the teacher and the school to 
recognise the Importance of suggestions, particularly as 
regards social attitudes. 
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Methoda of Measuring Attltud»g< 
The comaionest type of attitude Beasurenent is tbe 
opinion scale which is based on the assumption thatf in 
generalt attitudes are reflected 3Ji opinions# It nay %tt * 
taken for granted that this statemait will not always 
bd true. However, the opinion scale is more generally 
applicable than other techniques. 
One form of tihe opinion* scale technique is that 
developed by Thurstone in which an eleborate procedure 
used to obtain numerical scale values for the different 
©pinions usedt In developing a scale for attitude toward 
the Germans, we might begin with a large number of statements 
such as (a) The Gennans can be depended upon as being honesti 
(b) The Germans are highly emotional, (c) I am nftt in 
sympathy with the Germans, (d) I suppose the Germans are all 
right, but I have never liked thera» In suing this procedure, 
called the "equal- appearing intervals procedure, it is custoi 
customary to take a large number of such statements and ask vi 
various dodges to sort them into categories from one to 
eleven, one being very unfavourable to this greup of people 
or institution or idea and eleven being very favourable* 
Each ;)udge is asked to place ^ Ssone statements in each group, 
and wh«a a large number of i^ udges have classified thoM, it 
is asstimed that the average ranking given to a particular 
statemwit indicates its "true" favourableness or unfavoura* 
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l»ttntss toward \the o]b;3ect of th« stattiwiit* Statenmts which 
show a considerable divergence of opinion among ;)udges 
are discarded on the ground that they are too amliigueua* 
In administering such e^ 'scale» the 8Uli;3ect»is aeked to 
cheek those pini^ fis which indicate iukn own point of viewt 
8 his score is the median of the values of the statements 
checked* 
This techniques is well adapted for measuring the 
strength of stereotyped emotional reeponses. It ia clear 
that al3f one measures is a streatyped nation about Germans. 
ThuBstone and his students have worked out scales for 
measuring attitude toward birth control, communism, 
pacifism, the chtkrph war the constitution and many other 
psychological objects. 
Remmera t has shown that s scale of opinions for measuring 
attituder toward any institution or group or practice can 
be developed by this method. The chief criticism of the 
techniques lies in this very point, such an opinion scale 
masurea only the degree of acceptance or rejection of a 
symbol. It is, therefore,easily influenced by conseioua 
prejudice or tolerance, representing an attitude which ia not 
necessarily carried out in psaetice. It measiares ateree* 
types rathe than habit patterns. 
In contrast to this techniques of constructing i^ pinien 
Bcalea which specify the object of the attitude it has been 
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argued that certain kinds of attltudea can best 1»e measurad 
if the straotypet the name of the attitu^ ^^cct» is net 
mentioned. In the study of FasciiTm a nualier of opinions 
were collefted frdii speeches IBT Hii^er and (fttss^ lini end frost 
propaganda material used by Fascist parties* These opinions 
were given to a large number of subcjects and the results were 
then analyzed to find thd opinions which fitted together l£to 
a consistent set* In this way a series of statements»was 
obtAined for which there seemed to be a logical ^stification 
as measures of attitude toward Fascism* At no time, however, 
was the word "Fascism*' mentioned in any of these opinions* 
This scale, therefore, measured people is attitude toward the 
practices of Fascism rathp than the streotyped ,ldea of Fasciss 
Somewhat similar in its approach in the study of values 
by vemon and Allport* This scale was prepared to measure 
the strength of a persons value for religious, economic, 
social or aesthetic situations and the like* The method used 
was to ask the individuals about certain concerete situations 
telling him to indicate in which phase of the situation he 
would be most interested* In anoths part of the test he was 
asked to choose what he considered the most important asf^et 
of the situati«a presented* Here, again, the subject is nit 
told that he is being measured for religious or f»olitical 
values and the measure is indirect rath* than direct Goodwin 
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Watson has desired an equally ingenious test for fair* 
mindedness which depend upon indirect inference, rather 
than upon lUi^ ing the su1i;ject whether he is "fair-minded"* 
There are many other methods of measuring attitudes which 
can be used in particular situations one of the most cMunon 
is the opinion poll which has now been popularized by the 
American Institute %f Public opinion. In this case people 
reveal thtieir attitudes by voting for or against a certain 
persons or policy* In other rechniques is that of having 
the subject rank various people or ideas in terms of his 
preference.*In a study of effect of movies on attitudes to* 
wards crime the measure of attitude used was to have 
children rank various crimes in order as to seriousness of 
the offence* It was found that certAin movies caused a sig-
nificant change in t^e seriousness with which childre»i 
regret particular crimes* 
Projective fechniques have also been applied to the 
study of attitudes* Fromrne assessed his sub;)ects to make vpf 
short stories around pictures calculated ix set off signi* 
ficant attitudes* ittius, a picture of a soldier elicited 
a grandiose fantary of conquest from OBB subject- a 
reflection on the horrors of war from another* 
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The "social-distance" technique of BOfardus ai^s tht 
suliject to state whether he would accept a certain kind ot 
pm?oon as a citizen^ as a ne^hbmir, &r aa « meatov of his 
family. This method of gives as apparently vaJld measure of 
sociil prejudice. 
The "cross-out" method consists of giving the suliject a 
series of terms and*tilling him to make out all of thoaf 
which he does not like* In this way he may revaiX consistent 
prejudicds by crossing out all of the terms which Wave a 
religious significancet a radical connetation* 
Evaluating Techniques of Measurementt 
The adequqcy of any psychological measurement technique 
may be estimated by determining its reliability and validity. 
The reliability of most opinion scales of which we have ref-
erred is goody correlations of so being quite common. The 
reliability of the ranking techniques appears to be very 
high, probably about .90. The reliability of straw votes for 
individuals is difficult to determine because it is not 
possible to match a persons vote on cme occasion with his 
vole upon another occasion. If we consider groups of people^ 
however, we find that the reliability of such a straw vote 
often is anaiingly higHt 
The reliability of theses attitude scale, in general, 
increases • the subjects become older. This suggests th* 
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operation of the process previously referred to as 
integration. The su1»Ject is becMiing more consistent as 
they mature* 
The validity of attiti«ie scales is more difficult to 
determine. If we had a definite way of proving what a 
pfison's "real" attitude is» we could vtlidate the scale 
without much difficulty. Since we are conflaed, to a 
statement of what the perscm claims his attitude to bei we 
are really only c'eterminlng the reliability of the scale liy 
different methods on# escape from this difficulty has been 
the use of case studies^ or autobiographies« which could be 
compared with the individuals attitude score* Stouffer-
showed that a person*s attitude toward prohibitiont as score< 
by an attitude scale, is closely similar to his attitude as 
revealed in a case history which was real and rated by 
conpetCTit Judges* Another way of determining the validity of 
t 
such scales a^ to inquire whethe or not they differentiate 
between is to inquire whethe or not they differentiate 
between groups who have taken a definite i^sitiim on the 
matter in quAstion. This it has beai found thilb Negroes, as 
compared with whites, give a more fsourlible score on seales 
for attitude toward the Negro; chines give a preferred 
positiwi to the Chinese ete* These difference suggest that 
the raee- attitude seales are valid* 
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Similarly we have investigations toy Porter on student's 
attitude toward war In which mem\MtrB of student place 
societies have been shown to md:e distinctly aore paaifistic 
scores on attitude scale than the rest of the populetl<m 
and by Rogers in which ROTC students have been shown to be 
somelihat more militaristic than the general si^dent body* 
Raskin and Cook using Stagneris scale have recently 
reported an Inveetgation of attitude toward Fascism In which 
they demonstrated that socialist and congnunlst students made 
extreme antl-Fascist scores i fact which is harmonious 
with the official position of these political parties. It 
seems reasonable to conclude, therefore, tJ^t although the 
pieuse determination of a co-efficient of validity Is 
often inposslble, opinion scales for measuring attitudes to 
have considerable validity in practice. 
Educational Modification of Attitudest 
Ailtltudes which are not firmly established, may be 
modified with in a relatively short period by presentations of 
appropriate information or by propaganda procedures. Th« 
Important social attitudes are nationalism, religious and 
racial prejudice, economic bias and*the like. Such attitude 
form in early childhood, they are likely to represent needed 
outlet for represent aggression. Such social attitudes tend 
to be firmly established and mere presentations of information 
are not likely to effect modifications. 
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M*r»n» has developtd the technique of role playing of the 
psychodrama in therapy preliminary evidence from a few 
studies indicates that it is of great value in modifying 
attitudes. Thus French found it very effective ih changing 
an autocratic instructor into a democratic one* and Watson 
States that it is a valuable method for reducing social 
pre;Judice» Essentially the method consists of getting indi* 
viduals to act out a realistic situation, in which the pre-
Cjudiced person plays the role of the scapegoat. He is thus 
helped to feel the emotional impact of discrimination and to 
identify himself with the minority* 
Newcomb has shown that a college having a generally 
liberal faculty and an "intellectual climate" of liberals 
modifies the conse^vtiive attitudes of freshmen rapidly and 
often painlessly, m such fields as social toleVance 
and internationalism, OVB public schools could well aim at 
such a goal* 
Needed Researchi The greatest need, both from the view point 
of the schools and for society as a whole, seems to be for 
studies in the field of attitude modification. More 6pt<»i<-
fioally, we need to know how to change there individuals 
whose attitudes are ego-involved and highly emotional. They 
are the persisting nucl«s around whom hate -movements bee<»B« 
organised in times of hardship. They are the agents who 
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prt]>ar« and discriminate propagAndat as a means of 
expending their own aelfoimportance* A deeperatHc society 
needs leaders» but they should be leader whose attitudes ari 
coBOPatible w4th « democratic social order. lh the long run, 
it is over public school systea which must take the res-
ponsibility for developing such leaders. 
In the immediate future, progress is likely to result 
from more intensive studies of the personality structure of 
individuals with strongly developed attitudes we ought to 
know a great deal more about the relationship between the 
childs feeling of security# inferiority feelings, sexual 
attainments and the like, and his political, economic and 
religious attitudes knowledge developed from such investi* 
gations may then be applied in the planning of new educa-
* tional techniques* 
Such social upreavals as war and Fascism have their 
roots in the attitudes of individuals. Education is over 
greatest hope as regard* the prevention of such disastfl^ rs 
and progress toward a better world. 
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Collteti»n and AnaXyaJg of Data 
AQ attitude scale designed l^y Miss Safla Sultana^ 
Reader, Department of Education, A»M»U., Allgarh vaa 
given to 150 students of claaa IX In the two AiM.U. 
Schools* These students i^ ere selected on the basis of 
their parents' Income* For the purpose of this study 
Group A Included 75 students In the income between 
Rs«500-Rs» 1,000, while Group B Included those 75 
students whose parents' Income range was between Rs«100» 
Rs«500» Group A# designated as "Economically Advantaged", 
while Group B has bewi labelled as "Economically Dis-
ad\*antaged«» 
75 scale sheets were given to Group A, and the same 
number of scale sheets were given to Group B. Out of 75 
from Group A, 3 were disqualified because every answer 
was tick marked. In Group B out of 75 only 64 candidate* 
returned the scale sheets and 11 students took away the 
sheets with them, as shown in Table I, 
Ta1il«-I 
Econominally 75 3 72 
Advantaged ^ 
Economieally; 75 11 6A 
Disadvantaged 
Qrmf A & B 150 14 136 
Attitude Seort0 of Group A* £:eono|iically 
Advantagod Youth 
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NO. of 
Student! I 
Scoriks onij 
odd numli* 
ered itemsj 
X 
g 
Se§ri8 on 
even numli*| 
ered it«!iij 
X 
-TT s 
xy 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
23 
26 
27 
10 
14 
9 
24 
7 
14 
28 
11 
19 
13 
21 
17 
18 
11 
9 
13 
24 
14 
8 
21 
13 
22 
8 
20 
14 
13 
7 
100 
196 
81 
576 
49 
196 
784 
121 
361 
169 
441 
289 
324 
121 
81 
169 
576 
196 
64 
441 
169 
484 
64 
400 
196 
169 
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6 
8 
3 
14 
3 
8 
14 
3 
14 
9 
12 
4 
3 
8 
9 
12 
6 
11 
7 
10 
6 
5 
14 
6 
2 
9 
9 
36 
64 
9 
196 
9 
64 
196 
9 
196 
81 
144 
16 
9 
64 
81 
144 
36 
121 
49 
100 
36 
25 
196 
36 
4 
81 
81 
60 
112 
27 
336 
21 
112 
392 
33 
266 
117 
252 
68 
54 
88 
81 
156 
1 * T ^ T 
154 
56 
210 
78 
110 
112 
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28 
117 
63 
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3A 
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54 
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56 
57 
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17 
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20 
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11 
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441 
529 
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16 
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81 
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144 
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10 
3 
8 
8 
4 
20 
3 
10 
16 
4 
9 
6 
11 
9 
3 
9 
8 
16 
4 
5 
10 
3 
8 
4 
9 
11 
9 
4 
11 
6 
4 
16 
121 
100 
9 
64 
64 
16 
400 
9 
100 
256 
16 
81 
36 
121 
81 
9 
81 
64 
256 
16 
25 
100 
9 
64 
16 
81 
121 
81 
16 
121 
36 
16 
256 
209 
270 
18 
112 
72 
44 
120 
27 
130 
304 
52 
189 
138 
99 
36 
54 
180 
88 
144 
68 
65 
170 
48 
112 
48 
81 
220 
63 
44 
231 
78 
44 
272 
51 
i ft 2 fl 3 ' ft h 8 5 i fe 
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62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
19 
11 
15 
15 
29 
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13 
8 
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10 
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11 
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121 
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290 
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182 
80 
180 
160 
180 
1038 17210 620 6474 5235 
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No. of 
Students! 
Scores on ^ 
odd numlio 
ejced items] 
X ll X" 
Scores ©n 
even lumb-i 
ered itesuBxi 
y xy 
1 
2 
3 
A 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
10 
9 
6 
3 
5 
16 
9 
8 
6 
14 
9 
8 
7 
11 
4 
6 
3 
18 
0 
5 
11 
6 
8 
12 
5 
10 
8 
100 
81 
36 
9 
25 
256 
81 
64 
36 
196 
81 
64 
49 
121 
16 
36 
9 
324 
0 
25 
121 
36 
64 
144 
25 
100 
64 
8 
11 
0 
8 
10 
5 
14 
9 
2 
8 
7 
5 
12 
9 
9 
? 
0 
10 
11 
10 
7 
11 
10 
5 
5 
4 
5 
64 
121 
0 
64 
100 
25 
196 
81 
4 
64 
49 
25 
144 
81 
81 
49 
0 
100 
121 
100 
49 
121 
100 
25 
25 
16 
25 
80 
99 
0 
24 
50 
80 
126 
72 
12 
112 
63 
40 
84 
99 
36 
42 
0 
180 
0 
50 
77 
66 
80 
60 
25 
40 
40 
53 
1—r k 5 k 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
55 
54 
55 
56 
57 
5a 
59 
60 
4 
14 
19 
20 
7 
10 
14 
3 
10 
5 
8 
3 
8 
6 
11 
10 
9 
30 
11 
9 
11 
5 
9 
8 
10 
19 
14 
9 
11 
5 
20 
7 
16 
16 
196 
361 
400 
49 
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196 
9 
100 
25 
64 
9 
64 
36 
121 
100 
81 
900 
121 
81 
121 
25 
81 
64 
100 
361 
196 
81 
121 
25 
400 
49 
256 
10 
12 
4 
5 
7 
11 
7 
3 
8 
6 
3 
12 
7 
6 
7 
5 
7 
10 
3 
11 
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12 
8 
9 
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10 
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6 
8 
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144 
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25 
49 
121 
49 
9 
64 
36 
9 
144 
49 
36 
49 
25 
49 
100 
9 
121 
36 
25 
81 
144 
64 
81 
16 
49 
100 
64 
36 
64 
144 
40 
168 
76 
100 
49 
110 
96 
9 
80 
30 
24 
36 
56 
36 
77 
50 
63 
300 
33 
99 
66 
25 
81 
96 
80 
171 
56 
63 
110 
40 
120 
56 
192 
T 
54 
61 
62 
63 
64 
3 
7 
9 
11 
9 
49 
81 
121 
12 
6 
16 
9 
1A4 
36 
256 
81 
36 
42 
96 
99 
602 7332 493 4455 4600 
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Xn order to teat the significance of the difference 
between the means of the Attitude Scores of students of 
Group A and Group B. First Mans were calculated *y 
applying the following formula* 
Mean • * 1 N 
• 
Group *A 
Number of cases « 72 
X « 1038 
X m 1038 2. 72 
14 
Group jl 
Number of cases « 64 
X 5 602 
X m 602 • 64 
2 
Then s was c^lcula^ed on the basis of the formula 
given belowt 
1! 
N ( N - 1 ) 
2 « N x^ - ( X )^ 
56 
-2 . 72 X 17210 * ( 1038 )^ 
1239120 •» 10774A4 
"^ ^ 72 X 7 r — 
161676 
5112 
«• 31 
Group B 
4692^ * 362404 
^ hhxQ— 
10684A 
4032 
* 26 
Pooled Variance was computed by the following method-
Pooled Variance » Sg * ^ ^ 1 " "^  ^  • '^ * ^  "2 ** '' ^ 
( ?1 X 71 ^ ^^^<fef ^ ^ ? ) 
- 2201 * 1638 
^ az 
$8 
m 28.425 
- 5.331 
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Th« SED of the two s e t s of scores vfas determined 
by the following formula*-
SEL « Pooled Variance x N^  • N2 
rrpnq 
^% - 5.331 X 
5.331 X .0295 
5.33 X .1717 
m ,9158 
After having computed the SE-^  the following formulae 
was used for determining the *t» values 
t • x^ • Xg 
m^— 
« 14 » 9 
m 5 
.9138 
• 5.A597 significant at .01 level 
The obtained value of t Is 5.4597* which Is greater 
then the minimum required value I.e. 2.33 to make the 
difference between the two means significant at .01 level. 
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Hence we are ;Ju»tJLfled In reelecting the ni41 hypothesis 
that there Is no significant difference between the attitude 
of class DC Economically Advantaged and Ecpno»lcally 
Disadvantaged youth towards school and school work* 
We are confident 99 times out of 100 that the same 
results would occur if the scale is repeated, or in other 
words, it means that we will get the same results 99?6 
of the times* 
The difference between the means 5 is in favour of 
the Economically Advantaged, v/hich indicates that the 
attitude of Economically Advantaged youth is clearly 
positive towards school and school work, as compared to 
the Attitude of the Economically Disadvantaged, whose 
attitude towards school and school work is negative* 
CHAPYER^V 
Co^iCi -USlOWS A N D 
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Concluslma and Stagggstlens 
On the liasls df the data collected and statistically 
computed it Has been proved that the attitude of 
»Economically Advantaged'youth is clearly positive 
towards school and school work, while thd attitude of the 
•Economically Disadvantaged is definitely negative. 
Education in any society tends to reflect the political 
philosophy of that society. Under a democracy, where the 
state is believed to exist for the welfare of the indi* 
vldual, education must be organized primarily to achieve 
this end. "All men are created equal" has become trite, but 
it still has iiigportant meaning for education in a democra-
tic society. Although it was used to denote equality 
before the lav.', it has also been interpreted to mean 
equality of opportunity. This implies educational 
opportunity for all children • the right of each child 
to receive help in learning to the limits of h^s capacity, 
whether that capacity be small or great. 
It is consistent with a democratic philosophy that 
all children be given the opportunity to learn, whether 
they are economically well-off or economically deprived. 
Our schools should evolve, therefore, nuaerlnu modifi* 
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eatlens of regular school program to adapt instructian 
to children who deviate from the average and who cannot 
profit sUiatantially from the regtaar program* Thes* 
modified program should he designated as program for 
economically disadvantaged children* 
Thdre is a need for further research and investi* 
gation regarding the attitudes of the •Economically 
Disadvantaged* youth in Secondary Schools* 
The following ma^or aspects of educational theory and 
practice need to be investigatedj-
I Causes of their negative attitude 
a) Motivation It hais* Tieen found \xy many Investi-» 
gators that lower class youth expresses lower 
educational aspirations than those f3x>m higher -
status families* As Kahl in his study Educational and 
Occupational Aspirations of Common Man's Boys 
indicated the close correspondence between parental 
attitudes and children's action towards self* 
advancement* Considering the importance of education 
as an avenue for reaching higher status» it is 
probably necessary to break or redirect their 
integenerational loyalties in order to facilitM* 
a much easier crossing of class times* 
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Rosen in his research *A Peycho-cultural Dinensiens 
of Economic Stratification" probed deeper into motivational 
discrepencies among high school lioya representing 
different econonie classes One of the tests h^ used was 
designed to assess the strength of achievement drives, 
while the others probed achievement values or attitudes 
with respect to channelizing these drives* The lower 
class boys were least likely to believd in the possibility 
of these manapulating the environment to their §dvantag« 
and least confident that they could improve their status* 
To term* family ties were more important than acquiring 
independence, end they were more concened with living 
for the present than with planning for the future* Therefore 
it is extremely important to help these children not to 
be self-perpectuallng, which is the spirit of cesignation 
among low-status people* The teachers should not regard 
their lack of motivation as a sign of helplessness (to 
be pitied) or laziness (to be condemned)* 
b) Problttfts and Characteristics of the Economically 
DisaavsaitaKed' youth be studied* 
The problems of the dia advantaged stem from 
poverty and tmenployment, from discriiaination, and 
laek of opportunity in housing and employment as well 
as in ed\jcatien* Many of them have educational and 
cultural handicaps arising frcMB backgrouns of dep» 
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rlvation* Many lack motivation or capacity to cpyo vxtn 
their prolilem or to laiprov* their situations* If 
Economically Disadvantage^ are taught» accepted, Res-
pected and ^pproach#d as if they are human tiilngs, their 
attitude will definitely inrprove towards school and 
school work* 
c) The differing expectations between the home and 
the school affect the pupil's fimctioninig in the 
environment of the school* 
It is evident that children coming from low socio-
economic grou;,) are characterized "by-
i) language inadequacies incl\^ding limited 
vocabulary and syntactical structure, inability 
to handle abstract symbols and coapl^K language 
forms to inteiTpret and communicate, difficulties 
in developing and maintaining thought sequences » 
verbally, restricted verbal comprehension, unfa* 
mHiarity with formal speech patterns and greater 
reliance <m non-verbal communication means* 
ii) a low.self.image, denigrating one*s potential 
as p^i»on and learner, 
iii) too modest aspiratioi^ is and motivation to 
achieve academic goals* 
As a group they reveal inability and unreadin-
ess to cope with the group demands and expecta-
tions of rhe school program and personel resulting 
in developijig a negative attitude* Therefore, a 
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compensatery education program should he designed for 
these students. One type of instrumental content should 
lie Irasixsally ooii^ n^satcpry in the sense that it is to he 
designed to make up deficits in experience and knowledge. 
Activities and experiences should be furnished in such areas 
as visual and auditory discriminationy concept formation* 
ego development and motivation* 
A second kind of instructional content should be 
develc^mental in the sense that it helps to incorporates 
the basic skills areas which every one needs as a part of 
general education, 
d) Teachers and administrators 
Teachers and administrators in schools are often 
depicted as blinded by their middle-class orientation, 
pre^Judiced towards pupil from lower socio-dconomic group, 
and mostly immobilized or punitive in the classroom. Some-
not-all ^ teachers are hostile, vindictive, inept, but 
raspy are at the same time compassionate and skilful* The 
responsibility of the school administration is to recruit, 
train, encourage, support and retain dedicated and com-
petent teaching staff* The staff creates the overall cli-
mate of the classroom and the school, that powerfial 
Influence on what is learned and how. Teachers must learn 
to recognize strengths and positive aspects on which 
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to iBUild as well as deficiencies for which to compensate. 
T!he needs of the Economically disadvantaged include 
a teaching staff* an administrative i^ taJ^ f and special 
resource personnel i all of whcan have acquired the insight 
and understanding of the difference economic groups from 
which the students come, are able to cope with the frus-
trations which come from slow and minimal academic 
achievement and nonconforming classroom behaviour; are 
flexible in adapting procedures and resources to this 
group within the school, are idealistic and committed 
without being overly sentimental and imderstand their own 
biases and their impact on the pupils and their parents. 
Above all, these students need a professional staff who 
fully comprehend the demands gripping the school in tbe 
current social and economic turmoil, in order that they 
may better plan and act in terms of these relatives. 
Organizationally, administrators should spur provisions 
for more opporttmities for ouch-needed one-to-one rlea-
tionships between pupils and teachers. The school 
administrative and teaching staff can rescue these pupils 
from heyiessness by opening unexplored opportunities; 
which will definitely change their attitudes towards 
school and school work. 
m 
Yeu are re<fueat«d to 1»e hanest in fiXlinc up this scalt* 
y#u are not requirad to write your nana if yau dan»t want ta. 
Put a ( _/ ) mark on the answer yau feel ia correct. More 
than one ( ^ / ) marlc will disqualify the answer* 
Attitude Scale 
Name: 
Class: 
Schools^ 
Bate: 
How well do you think you dA in school? 
(a) I can't do as much as my teacher thinks 
I can 
(h) I can do almost as much as my teacher thinks 
I can 
(c) I can do about what my teacher thinks. 
(d) 1 could do better then my teacher thinks. 
2. • How well do you think you could do in school if you 
are tried as hard as you could? 
(a) I oan*t do any batter. 
(b) 1 could do about the same as 1 da now.. 
(c) I could do a little better. 
(d) I could do ttch better. 
3. How well do you do in school work? 
(a) 1 don't do as well as my friends. 
(b) X do almost as well as ay friends. 
5. 
(c) I d* a1i«ut what vy frltndt da., 
(*) I da batter than ay friends. 
A* How well da yau da In schaol wftrk? 
(a) I dan*t da as wall aa east l»ay«/glrls 
In By class. 
(b) I da almost as well as most boys/girls 
in my class. 
(c) I do ^ust about what the beys/girls in 
Bjy class da. 
(d) I do better than most boys/girls in 
my class do. 
How do you feel about your market? 
(a) X don't care what kind of marks I get., 
(b) I hope to gdt passing marks. 
(c) X hope to get good marks. 
(d) X hope to get the best marks in ny class.^ 
6. How does your teacher mark you in school? 
(a^ Lower than I shauld gat, 
(b) About what I shauld get. 
(c) A little better than X shauld get., 
(d) Much batter than X shauld get. 
7. Vfhat do your parents think about your school work? 
(a) They dan*t care what X da. 
(b) They only care that X pass.^ 
(c) Thay like what X da. 
(d) Thay think X shauld da batter.. 
8* 
9. 
10. 
11. 
How hard &• you try In schdoX? 
a) I don't try at all. 
How do your teachers feel about the way you do in 
school? 
a) The teachers don't care at all. 
b^ I try enough to get by. 
c) I try enough to do as well as aost of 
my class. 
d) I try ay very besti 
b) The teachers don't really care, but they say 
they do. 
c) The teachers care about the school work 
not me. 
d) The teachers do care about how well I do. 
How well do you like your school? 
a) I don't like it at all. 
b) Sometimes I like it and sometimes I don't., 
c) It's all right. 
d) I like it very much. 
How do you feel about high school? 
a) I don't think I will finish. 
b) I don't wbmt to finish but will because ^ y 
parents wupt me te. 
c) Z would like to finish but may not be able 
to. 
*) I will flnith.__ 
12. How do you feel al»out college? 
1A. 
15. 
(a 
(c 
(d 
13. If 
you say? 
(a 
(b 
(c 
(d 
If 
(a 
(b 
(c 
(d 
How 
(a 
(b 
(c 
(d 
I wouldn't want to go« 
I would like to go liut an not smart enough*, 
I will go but It Hill toe very hard, 
I will go and it will be easy. 
you were asked about your best friendst what would 
I have none* 
They are the boys and girls who live near 
my home* 
Are children at school* 
I have friends at home at school* 
asked about the children at school, 
There is no one I like at school*^^ 
I like one or two boys and girls.^ 
I like some of the children* 
I like almost all the children*, 
do you feel about school work? 
I'll never like it. 
I would like it if it were about things I wanted 
to know* ^ 
I like it some of the time* 
I like to do school work* 
